
What Fossils Tell Us
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Presentation Notes
This is a fossil called archaeopteryx. It is a transitional form that is not quite dinosaur, and yet not fully a bird. You can see that it has full feathers on the body, yet it has teeth (birds don’t have teeth), and a full length bony tail (birds don’t have a tail as it is fused like ours). This fossil was good evidence of transitional forms between dinosaurs and bird. We have long thought that birds had evolved from dinosaur ancestors like the raptors.
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Presentation Notes
This is a brain case/back of a skull found in Pakistan. The skull is a reconstruction of what scientists thought the animal might look like based on the partial skull. When scientists found this fossil they said that it must be a whale fossil since it had teeth and ears like a whale. Only modern whales have inner ears and teeth like this fossil, however on the next slide you see why this might be a problem for some people





Pakicetus
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Presentation Notes
These are more bones we found after the original finding
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Presentation Notes
You see that the skull is similar in shape and size to a modern coyote or wolf
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Presentation Notes
You see now further what the animal looked like after we found even more bones of Pakicetus



Pakicetus

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a full reconstruction of Pakicetus from all of the evidence we found so far. Crazy to see how close the first reconstructed skull was to the actual specimen. You do also see that this is a four legged organism that resembles a wolf/dog, not a whale…but the ear and teeth still made the scientist call this a whale ancestor.



Auditory Bulla
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Presentation Notes
This is just the inner ear structure that resembles modern whales



Pakicetus

• Pakicetus had a thickened skull bone known as 
the auditory bulla, which was later specialized 
for underwater hearing

• Pakicetus is the only cetacean in which the 
mandibular foramen is small, as is the case in 
all terrestrial animals. It thus lacked the fat 
pad, and sounds reached its eardrum 
following the external auditory meatus as in 
terrestrial mammals
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Presentation Notes
This is a poor artist reconstruction of Pakicetus
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Presentation Notes
These skulls show different forms of whale ancestors that actually provide evidence that Pakicetus was a whale ancestor. Over time the nose/nostril slowly moved from the front of the snout, to the top of the head like in modern whales and dolphins. The in between forms have the nose somewhere inbetween the front and the top.
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Presentation Notes
This is a modern whale with no hind legs. This is quite obvious to everyone who studies whales, yet there are vestiges of legs inside the whales body
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Presentation Notes
This is s fossil of dorudon, a whale ancestor that had a very tiny pelvis, that is unattached to the backbone, and small legs and toes. This whale ancestor came between Pakicetus and modern whales and shows how the body plan changed from a land mammal that was a scavenger, to a powerful swimming mammal that had  all but lost its hind legs in place of a long powerful tail fin.
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Presentation Notes
Horses have not always had a large prominent hoof. They were once much smaller and had individual fingers and toes. Over time the middle finger developed into a longer more prominent hoof, while the other digits became almost completely lost. Horses also gained size over time. The fossil record shows this transition very well.
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Presentation Notes
Elephants show a similar type of change in regard to their trunk







Superposition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We use the law of superposition to data fossils. The older layers of dirt are further down the strata (layers). If we find a fossil further down, it is older than a fossil we find up in the strata. This is not super accurate, but it allows us to put the fossil into a time period.



How Rocks and Fossils Are Dated 

• Sedimentary strata reveal the relative ages of fossils
• The absolute ages of fossils can be determined by 

radiometric dating
• A “parent” isotope decays to a “daughter” isotope at a 

constant rate
• ½ life is the amount of time it takes for ½ of the parent 

isotope to change into daughter isotope

© 2011 Pearson Education, Inc.
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Presentation Notes
Absolute dating, also called radiometric dating, uses atoms to date fossils. Some atoms are radioactive (unstable) and these atoms change into stable atoms at a constant rate. When organisms die, their radioactive atoms start to change. This can be traced by scientists. Example: Carbon 14 is a form of Carbon that is radioactive. All living things have a certain amount of the this atom in their bodies at any time. When the organisms dies this atom slowly decays into Nitrogen 14. We call this carbon dating when we use radioactive carbon to trace the age of a fossil
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Figure 25.5
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Presentation Notes
This graph shows the amount of time it takes for ½ of the radioactive atoms to decay into new atoms. After 1 half life, ½ of the radioactive atoms should have changed into the new stable element. So if you started with 100 atoms of radioactive carbon (C14), after 1 half live you would have 50 atoms remaining. Then after 2 half lifes you would have 25 atoms remaining and so on.



Absolute Dating
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Presentation Notes
There are many different radioactive elements that decay into stable elements. They all take a different amount of time to decay. For ½ of a sample of Uranium 235 to decay into Lead (Pb) 207, it take 730 million years. A lot right!
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Presentation Notes
This shows the table we wrote down on our note sheet. It shows the amount of parent atoms (blue) that decay every half life. It also shows the amount of new daughter element (purple) that is created. Remember, every atom of the original parent element, decays into a new different daughter element.
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